Patterns include: Chambray, Guardian, Interlace, Kaleidescope and Network.

PERMABLOK AND PERMAGUARD PROTECTION

Spradling provides the ultimate solution for surface protection by combining the chemistries of the two most effective defense systems against stains, and abrasion: PERMABLOK® and PERMAGUARD®.

PBG+® is the culmination of integrating through technology these two impermeable barriers to safeguard your investment. PERMABLOK delivers the abrasion fighting performance required in high-traffic environments, while PERMAGUARD seals the surface providing a stain-resistant shield for unsurpassed, reliable protection.

PBG+, the unbeatable combination for abrasion, bacteria and stains that makes maintenance easy.

PBG+ USES

PBG+ and its patterns are built to solve problems specifically for Corporate, Healthcare, Hospitality, Marine and Education applications.
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